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THIS BAR SHOULD MEASURE 7.5 INCHES FOR ACCURATE PATTERN SIZE
▲▼

DOUBLE T

PICTURING a quilt block is quite a different matter from

visualizing a series of blocks set together to form an entire quilt

pattern.  Double T is rather complete in itself, therefore good for a

patchwork pillow, and good size too, as it is twelve inches square.

It may set together with alternate plain squares or is especially

attractive with three-inch strips of white or harmonizing color

between blocks, either continuing in unbroken lattice work or with

three-inch squares of the other color at the corners.

Patterns are made by tracing the ones here given onto

cardboard and cutting exactly.  These do not allow for seams.

Draw on your cloth around cardboard, but cut a seam larger, sewing

back to the pencil line.

The quilt sets together with 3-inch strips of white intersecting

with 3-inch squares of print at all corners.  If it is five blocks wide

by five long plus the 3-inch strips it will finish 72 by 72 inches.  A

3-inch strip may be added at top and bottom for additional length.

Twenty-five pieced blocks, 40 strips 3x12, and 16 3-inch squares

will require 4 yards of print material, and 5 yards of white.


